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“It was the best of times; it was the worst of times.”
-Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities
The six-week-old war between Russia and Ukraine and the global response to the conflict are evolving rapidly, and given recent
economic developments all suggests that the outlook for global economic growth and financial-market performance have been
significantly altered from just a month ago. Although we continue to think that the most likely outcome is for the global
economy to continue expanding, we are now expecting much slower growth and higher inflation. Although the Covid
pandemic continues to recede and consumer and business spending is still rising, their impact on growth is much less
pronounced than it was a year ago. Moreover, a tightening of financial conditions, slowing Chinese growth and elevated
inflation were already working to undermine the economic expansion as the Ukraine conflict began. Inflation is running at its
highest levels in several decades, now above 7% in the U.S. and other parts of the world. All-in-all? We anticipate and see high
(and above-consensus) rates of inflation for 2022, but (hopefully) easing somewhat during the second half of the year. To be
clear, we do not see a recession in North America given strong and full employment. Europe may be close to / in recession
depending how the war and the inflationary impacts play out. Is this the dreaded “stagflation” times so many are talking about
in which inflation is high while growth is low and possibly in recession? No, we don’t think so because although inflation
worries are valid, 3% plus economic growth with strong employment can hardly be called stagnation.
Although the setting of Dickens’ novel is during the French Revolution, the quote could be used to characterize the market in
March and for the rest of 2022. The S&P 500 officially entered into a correction (a decline of at least 10%) in early March which
ended the seventh longest period without a correction in a bull market. The MSCI AC World index slipped 5.7% in Q1/2022,
with developed market equities -5.5% and emerging markets -7.3%. The only indexes showing positive returns this quarter
were Brazil, South Africa, Mexico, Australia and Canada. While the S&P 500 ended Q1 down -4.9%, despite all the volatility, and
negativity, the S&P 500 managed to gain 9% since Russia invaded Ukraine (and 6% since the FED raised rates a quarter-point on
March 16th). Considering increased concerns among investors, stocks have shown significant resilience of late.
Given that various measures of investor sentiment are extremely pessimistic and valuations have come down somewhat, any
hint that the outlook is improving could result in a significant swing in investors’ attitude toward stocks. With significant
transitions in progress (including economic re-openings from the pandemic, changes in monetary policy to address 40-year
high inflation and potentially huge changes on the geopolitical front taking place) market history suggests that investors who
choose to seek out worthy stocks that have been unjustifiably sold off in periods of volatility are likely to benefit from staying
invested and on bad periods, adding to quality positions and to give the efforts of monetary policy makers (and diplomats now)
time to “work things out.” As we have noted in previous editions of our quarterly updates, there never has been nor is there
ever likely to be, an “all clear signal” sounded over the markets suggesting that a perfect time for investing has arrived. Instead,
we have often found that where and when there is trouble often lies opportunity. The challenge lies in determining if the risks
are manageable and if it matches an investor’s tolerance for risk and their goals and objectives.

OUR INVESTMENT STRATEGY & SUMMARY:
•

We continue to expect inflation to remain high

•

We expect much higher interest rates

•

No recession with strong employment

•

Maintaining a “barbell” approach with a value tilt

•

Exposure to Gold, Basic Materials, Energy and Pharma/Health Care are core sectors

INFLATION, HIGHER COMMODITY PRICES
Despite the historic volatility over recent weeks, the fundamental oil backdrop can only be described as the most bullish in decades. Low global inventories of both crude oil and refined products are a conundrum that is difficult to solve without prices moving materially higher (the cure for high prices is high prices). European prices for natural gas have also skyrocketed to record levels. There is a ferocious degree of physical buying of global marginal barrels, which can be seen in the multi-year highs across
the North Sea and West African physical crude differentials. It might be prudent not to expected a big drop in oil prices anytime
soon. Investors are pointing to the Russia/Ukraine war to explain the spike, and that makes sense.
Russia is the world’s third-largest oil producer and top exporter to global markets. Now with the West refusing to do business
with Russia, this will crimp supplies. If you zoom out, one will see that oil prices have been on a choppy upward march since
April 2020. Like your typical commodity, the oil industry runs in cycles. Oil prices rise, production increases, supply exceeds demand and then prices fall. Rinse and repeat! The problem is production is not increasing much this time around. Almost every
U.S. energy company has embraced the need for capital spending restraint, and small production increases seems to be the new
paradigm. Energy -company management teams are not about to rock the boat, especially given the regulatory clouds hovering
over the industry from the Biden administration’s anti-fossil fuel policies.
Meanwhile, the Ukraine feeds much of the world, especially the Middle East and Egypt. Who is farming wheat right now, and
how can it be moved out of ports that are under siege? Between the Ukraine and Russia 30% of exported wheat may be off the
market due to an inability to farm, move to market, or trade sanctions. In recent weeks, gold and other precious metals have
followed bond yields higher, a signal that the investment environment has changed. The fixed income market and the gold market are sending the same message - deflation is no longer the main threat for portfolios. Food inflation is a real problem and a
major concern, and if history is a guide, food shortages and high prices cause unrest and populous uprisings.

FOOD INFLATION & SHORTAGES = TROUBLE
AS OF MARCH 14th, 2022
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Africa and the Middle East face huge food price inflation and shortages and this is not a good recipe. A surge in food and fuel
prices is raising pressure on governments around the world to pick up the tab for consumers, stretching public finances and
increasing political instability in the shakiest economies. Egypt, the world’s largest wheat importer, normally buys 70% of its
grain from Ukraine and Russia.

Rising flour and fuel prices have increased government expenses by about $1 billion, prompting it to regulate prices of nonsubsidized bread. After food protests in parts of Iraq, the government began providing flour and oil from its strategic reserve,
which are now nearly depleted. Lebanon’s government earlier this month limited its provision of subsidized food products until
the country can secure more grain and wheat shipments from abroad. Across Africa, governments struggling to recover from
Covid-induced recessions have retained or reintroduced subsidies and tax breaks, threatening to worsen the continent’s debt
crisis.

A STRONG START TO THE YEAR FOR GOLD – GOLD EQUITIES ARE INEXPENSIVE, GENERATE SOLID EARNINGS AND
HUGE FREE CASH FLOW
Summarizing our long-standing positive stance for gold: we continue to see inflation remaining sticky and high, owing to higher
energy prices and continued supply chain disruptions. Second, we think the US Fed will still raise rates but could be more gradual than the market is currently expecting, (i.e., fewer than six additional rate hikes in 2022) and the Fed remains “behind the
curve” with negative real rates (interest rates after inflation). We have long held the view that gold is a hedge for unexpected
events and for stock market volatility.

GOLD MOVING HIGHER, NEW HIGHS COMING?
WE THINK SO...

THREE-YEAR GOLD PRICE PERFORMANCE

AS OF MARCH 11TH, 2022
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GOLD RETURNS HAVE BEEN ON PAR WITH EQUITIES AND ABOVE BONDS SINCE THE END OF THE GOLD STANDARD
(COMPOUNDED ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (CAGR) AND AVERAGE ANNUAL RETURNS FOR MAJOR ASSET CLASSES*)

Source: Bloomberg, ICE Benchmark Administration, World Gold Council

HIGHER INTEREST RATES = BOND LOSSES AND HIGHER COST OF CAPITAL FOR CORPORATIONS
Since the Federal Reserve’s March meeting and the 25-basis-point hike in the fed funds rate, the Fed’s release of economic projections indicate at least six more rate hikes this year, three more next year, and expectations for “Quantitative Tightening”
with no more bond buying (selling existing holdings?) to launch in May. The bond market has responded with urgency, and in
fact delivered huge moves near a historic sell-off. The 10-year yield added 83 basis points, closing in on 2.53%. Year-to-date, US
Investment grade corporate bonds -10.7% amid higher rates.

US TEN-YEAR TREASURY YIELD UP 97 BP IN 2022!
MAJOR LOSSES FOR BONDS
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FEDERAL RESERVE WATCHES CORE PCE INFLATION
CLOSELY (TARGETS 2%)
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The moves leave the Bloomberg US Treasury Aggregate Index with an approximate loss of 7% so far this year. We note that
indexes now sit roughly where they were on Feb. 8, before the start of the Russia/Ukraine conflict. In many ways, the market
seems to be banking on the Fed turning dovish under duress. That’s the old “Fed put,” a belief that the central bank will quickly lower rates to bolster a troubled market. We are wary of such market confidence and belief in the “Fed put” especially given
the inflationary pain being experienced on main street.

CONSUMER CONFIDENCE – KEY FOR THE US ECONOMY!

Source: Wolfe Capital

The University of Michigan’s consumer sentiment index fell 5.4% from the prior month in its final read of March surveys. The
current conditions index declined 0.5% as inflation expectations over one year rose to 5.4% in March from 4.9% in February.
This put year ahead inflation expectations at their highest level since 1981. Consumers’ expectation of inflation over the next 510 years remained anchored at 3% which is higher than the US Fed 2% target. This index is indicator is significant because US
consumers drive over two thirds of the US economy and if confidence is low or falling, history shows spending follows. Watching home sales and rising mortgage costs, the average rate for a 30-year fixed-rate loan jumped to 4.67%, according to Freddie
Mac marking the highest reading since December 2018 up from 3.20% since the start of 2022.

MORTGAGE RATES UP SHARPLY, WILL IMPACT HOME SALES, CONSUMER SPENDING
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As the first quarter fades in the rear-view mirror, investors will focus on the first tranche of quarterly earnings in the S&P 500
ahead of the unofficial start of earnings season which begins on April 13 when the big US banks begin reporting results. Markets are likely to remain volatile as investors will read through management’s comments and future guidance. We expect many
management teams will mention higher labour and commodity costs, along with the uncertainty over consumer and business
confidence. We expect decent earnings growth but also expect guidance to be conservative. However, as the table and chart
below show there is growth and the direction for the S&P 500 is highly corelated to the direction of earnings.

S&P 500 CONSENSUS ANALYST ESTIMATES

EARNINGS OUTLOOK – THE S&P 500 CORRELATES TO THE
DIRECTION OF EARNINGS AND THE DIRECTION IS HIGHER

Source: Canaccord Genuity

IN SUMMARY: WHERE WE STAND
Central banks and finance ministers of the developed world are engaged in a great macroeconomic experiment. Governments
are spending massive amounts of borrowed money to combat the recessionary effects of the Covid-19 pandemic. We are not
at all surprised that inflation and inflation expectations have risen, and as we have written many times before, this financial
splurge and borrowing would drive inflation and bond yields higher. Despite significantly higher interest rates expected and
fading government stimulus and the continued supply / demand imbalances, we retain a positive but lowered outlook for
growth. Also, US consumer balance sheets are uncommonly strong and U.S. consumers as always are the key for growth.

Although consumer confidence is disturbingly lower, US household net worth has hit new all-time highs thanks to higher savings and rising asset prices and Americans have trillions sitting in cash. This should continue to fuel decent spending.
With unemployment at 3.5% and many jobs go unfilled, we do not see a recession this year. We have argued that inflation is a
problem and have maintained exposure to gold. The gold companies we own also produce a lot of copper and with gold prices
north of $1900 and copper prices $4.75+, the earnings and cash flow generation for these companies will be significant.
Jason Trennert of Strategas Research Partners in New York recently wrote: we believe that long-term interest rates will reach
levels that are closer to the long-term run rate of inflation in this cycle – in our opinion 2.3% is insufficient to compensate investors for the long-term risk of inflation. Higher long-term interest rates are likely to remain a headwind for unprofitable companies, especially for companies who have never earned profits before. We concur! We see opportunities in cash-rich companies
with solid business models, impressive margins and strong cash flow generation.
As we have mentioned in previous commentaries, our investment positioning has a barbell approach and today it is tilted more
towards the value end towards those companies that are beneficiaries of the current environment we are in. Our global investment strategy and our global fund are focused on the materials, energy and the Pharma/Healthcare sectors. We continue to
maintain gold exposure and we would opportunistically add on weakness.

THE HEWARD GLOBAL LEADERS FUND AND STRATEGY
The Heward Global Leaders Fund and strategy seeks to generate consistent returns over the long term by identifying highquality growing global businesses that are attractively priced. The companies we invest in are leaders in their respective business field, have high defendable barriers to entry, great management teams, with solid balance sheets and high returns on invested capital and consistent return of capital via dividends. Essentially, we Invest in global, high quality stocks, gaining exposure to opportunities not generally seen in Canada.

THE HEWARD GLOBAL LEADERS FUND AND STRATEGY CORE INVESTMENT THEMES
•

•
•
•
•

Technology / Digital
E-Commerce
Demographics: Rise of the Millennial and Gen Z & Health and lifestyle of the aging population
Infrastructure Spending
Gold
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